The "Blue Mile"
Where Innovation and
Creativity come Together
Master Redevelopment Plan

Was…

is…

Can be with ABC!

The “Blue Mile”
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WelCOMe TO The “Blue Mile”
Where Innovation Meets Creativity
The “Blue Mile” is the struggling one mile stretch
of US Highway 301 South (South Main Street)
bridging historic downtown Statesboro to the thriving
campus of Georgia Southern University. Once a
bustling area for locals and passers through alike,
this area now suffers from a lack of identity,
vitality, character, attractions, and amenities.
However, the “Blue Mile” serves an important link
between Statesboro’s past and its future. With
historic downtown Statesboro and a booming Averitt
Center for the Arts anchoring one end of the mile
and Georgia Southern University, a leading
research institution boasting national awards in
academics and athletics at the other, the "Blue
Mile” is where innovation and creativity meet to
raise Statesboro’s economy on Eagle’s wings.

The “Blue Mile” in the 1960s

The “Blue Mile” today
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The “Blue Mile”
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Founded in 1803, Statesboro’s downtown was
built around the railroad tracks, trade, and basic
commercial needs of rural Bulloch County and
surrounding agricultural economies. Named for
Archibald Bulloch, the American Revolutionary,
agriculture remains the community’s number one
industry and top economic driver.
The number two economic driver in the community
is the 20,000 plus students of Georgia Southern
University. Founded in 1906 as an Agricultural
College, today’s students and faculty remain true
to their heritage while being on the cutting edge of
research and development in healthcare, education,
business and engineering.

Early Photograph of Statesboro’s Main Street

The one mile stretch of US Hwy 301 that
separates our historic beginnings from our
innovative future suffers from lack of investment,
and economic and physical decline. Bridging this
town-gown gap with shared economic prosperity is
the opportunity of the “Blue Mile.”
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south main street revitalization committee

The Statesboro-Bulloch County Annual Community Leadership
Conference brings together local leaders in government,
business, education, and nonprofit organizations annually to
address the challenges and opportunities facing our
community and each year selects a few initiatives to move
our community in a positive direction. The need to revitalize
South Main Street (including the portion affectionately known
as the “Blue Mile”) had been recognized as a perennial
challenge at the Community Leadership Conference.

Committee Members Speaking to Kiwanis Club

In 2012, community leaders established revitalization of the
failing corridor as a top community priority and participants
formed the South Main Street Revitalization Committee. This
volunteer led, city supported effort is committed to bringing
vitality and economic prosperity back to South Main Street.
This group is comprised of local business and community
leaders; the Chamber of Commerce; Georgia Southern
University; Ogeechee Technical College; the Bulloch County
Board of Commissioners; the Bulloch County Board of
Education; the Downtown Statesboro Development Authority;
Habitat for Humanity; private citizens, and the City of
Statesboro, among others.
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The committee has partnered with GSU classes, property
owners, and businesses to identify the needs and desires of
the community in the redevelopment effort. Stakeholder
interviews, university student surveys, “Blue Mile” resident
interviews, and meetings with property and business owners
along the Mile have abounded.
The Committee soon recognized that revitalizing the area
between Georgia Southern University and downtown
Statesboro is about so much more than a highway. This is
the heart and soul of our community. This is the town
gown—where students and residents engage; where our past
meets our future.

“Blue Mile” Entrance to Georgia Southern University

Although the prominent feature of the space is the one mile
stretch of commercial highway that connects the anchors of
South Main Street, this important corridor serves as the
gateway to downtown; opens the front door to residential
neighborhoods; and hosts a number of businesses that are
frequented by local residents and college students alike.
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However, it lacks greenspace, public gathering places,
unique destination points and amenities to draw residents
and visitors to the area. The highway itself it outmoded
and not pedestrian friendly. Housing stock is in decline
and commercial investment is lagging behind other areas
of the City, yet it is one of the first areas seen by
visitors to our community brought in by GSU. Therefore,
the Committee realized it needed all sectors of the
community and a multi-faceted strategy to realize its
vision and return economic prosperity to the area.
So, it began with a commitment from the community’s
leaders to bring life back to South Main Street by filling
vacant commercial buildings with good tenants working to
abate dilapidated structures, and encouraging renovation of
empty but salvageable buildings for occupancy.

Then, with the unity of leadership provided by Statesboro’s
Mayor Jan Moore and then GSU President Brooks Keel,
the unifying name of the “Blue Mile” was given to the
highway, business areas, and neighborhoods that connect
the blue and white of the Eagles with the blue and white
of downtown Statesboro and the revitalization effort ignited.
Aerial view of the “Blue Mile” depicting lack of greenspace
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Community Plans
The City of Statesboro, along with our partners, has
engaged in several public planning processes in recent
years which have produced a number of land use and
visioning plans to address the challenges and opportunities
of our community. These include the Bulloch County /
City of Statesboro 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan
(2009), the Downtown Statesboro Development Authority
(DSDA) Master Plan (2011), the City of Statesboro
Comprehensive Plan (2009 and 2014), and the Tax
Allocation District (TAD) Redevelopment Plan of 2015.
The number one request issued by the public in the
2008 transportation plan was for sidewalks, bike lanes,
and more pedestrian-oriented connectivity and the plan
responds with a number of suggested improvements in the
“Blue Mile.”

Downtown Plan Town Hall Meeting

In 2014, the Statesboro City Council’s Comprehensive
Land Use Plan identified South Main Street as a
“commercial redevelopment area”—an area currently in
decline with vacant or underutilized properties—and adopted
a finding that “it is the desire of the community to identify
this area for redevelopment and investment, thus returning
these areas to their intended state of a thriving
commercial and/or mixed use area.”
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The Downtown Statesboro Master Planning process
involved extensive public outreach through multiple
town hall meetings, surveys of downtown retailers
and shoppers, surveys of GSU students, and a
market demand study, all specific to the needs,
desires and opportunities of our downtown.
The 2015 TAD Redevelopment Plan’s objective is
to recommend major development projects that would
spur growth in the area and produce an increase in
the area’s tax base and identifies seven development
projects that, if undertaken, could serve as catalysts
for other investment within the “Blue Mile” area.

Although the physical area of the “Blue Mile” is part
of all these plans and discussions, the America’s
Best Communities competition has given us the first
implementation strategy specific to the “Blue Mile.”

DSDA public survey
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and The survey says…

“Blue Mile” Stakeholder
Preferences

 One third of student survey
respondents report never having visited
downtown. Another 1/3 visit only once
per month.
 The development of diverse businesses
is the number one thing people would
Amphitheatre/Meeting Place
like to see change in downtown.
Remodel Buildings
 Merchandise needs include women’s
Pavement widened, trees and fountains
apparel, books, gifts, hobbies and
Bridge/Water feature
kitchen goods.
Contemporary seating

Downtown businesses cited the lack of retail
concentration and the condition of downtown streets
and properties as disadvantages.

We Are

“

“

We have to figure out how to get
college students to come downtown to
eat, hangout, and attend festivities.

#BoroBlueMile
Over 182,351 impressions by
90,709 individual users on
Boro “Blue Mile” Facebook
page in the last 90 days and
4,420 posts by 3,733 users.

 The entertainment needs
identified include
restaurants and live music.
 Thirty percent of survey
respondents would consider
living downtown if
appropriate options were
available.
 87.5% of identified
stakeholders along the
“Blue Mile” “strongly
support revitalization.”
Source: DSDA 2010 Market Analysis

True blue!

The master redevelopment plan
The “Blue Mile” Master Redevelopment Plan is
informed by and builds upon all of the expert
analyses, plans, processes, public input,
committee work, and community engagement that
brought us to this point in our timeline. It
brings together the analysis and
recommendations of expertly drawn land use
plans, redevelopment plans, and market analysis
with the hopes and dreams of citizens, leaders,
property owners, students, and businesses into
an easy to articulate, easy to execute,
comprehensive “go to” implementation strategy
that can be utilized by community leaders and
concerned citizens alike to guide our way back
to economic vitality and prosperity on the “Blue
Mile.”

We Are

In Statesboro, we are True Blue—die hard,
lifelong enthusiastic supporters of both our city
and our Georgia Southern University and their
blue and white Eagles, and our strategy for the
“Blue Mile” Master Redevelopment Plan is also
True Blue!
The 8 point TRUE BLUE strategy for “Blue
Mile” revitalization addresses and responds to
each of the challenges identified in the ABC
initial application round. True Blue is an
allegiance of support in our community and will
now also serve as a rally cry to express our
commitment of enthusiastic support to the
corridor, businesses and neighborhoods that
bridge our university to our downtown and form
the heart of our community.

True blue!

In Statesboro, ABC is True Blue!

true

T: The TAD is Rad & Other Funding Sources
R: Residents, Retail & Destination Points
U: Unity in Vision & Partnerships
E: Enthusiasm, Events & Enjoying the Arts

We Are

blue
B: ‘Boro Character
L: Livability & Safety
U: Upgrading Public Spaces
E: Economic Development

True blue!
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The Strategy of the "Blue Mile" is true blue!

• T is for “The TAD is rad and other funding
mechanisms”. This arm of the strategy identifies next
steps for implementing the recently adopted Tax
Allocation District, known as the TAD, as a funding
mechanism for the area and identifies other funding
sources that can be leveraged for investment in the
“Blue Mile.”

• R is for “Residential, Retail, and Destination Point
development” in recognition of the need to redevelop
existing residential and retail space, draw new retail
and residential development into the area, and create
destination points and amenities that will inspire people
to come into the “Blue Mile” to live, work, and play.

• E is for “Enthusiasm, Events, and Enjoy the Arts”.
Statesboro is a community which enthusiastically
supports its Eagles, its events, and the arts. From
downtown holiday celebrations, weekend farmers
markets, Art Center performances and gallery showings,
to football games. This arm of the strategy will inspire
revitalization and economic prosperity to the “Blue
Mile,” by building off of the foundation of our existing
events, continue to enhance those offerings, and
engage the community and the enormous success of
downtown’s Averitt Center for the Arts and to bring life
and community vitality to the "Blue Mile.”

• U is for “Unity in Vision and Partnership.”

There is
unity in community. The “Blue Mile” revitalization effort
will continue to require the vision, the leadership, and
the partnership of citizens and students, politicians and
business leaders, nonprofits and educational entities.
Everyone is required.

We Are

True blue!

The Strategy of the "Blue Mile" is true blue!

• B is for Boro Character.

Time and again, residents
and visitors alike express their admiration for the
ambiance and character of historic downtown
Statesboro, complimenting the historic buildings, the
lovely streetscape, and the sense of welcome they
feel in our city. This arm of the strategy will
implement development tools and regulations to ensure
that this character is maintained and respected as
redevelopment comes to the area.

• L is for Livability along the “Blue Mile.”

No one
wants to live, work, play, or invest resources into a
space that is not attractive, cared for, and safe.
This arm of the strategy recognizes that and brings
implementation tools created to ensure that the “Blue
Mile” is a safe, attractive, and well-maintained area
for commercial and residential investment and
occupation.

We Are

• U is for Upgrading the Public Space.

The number
one revitalization request of stakeholders along the
“Blue Mile” is the beautification of the South Main
Street corridor. This arm of the strategy responds to
the overwhelming plea of the community to improve
the corridor by enhancing the streetscape, burying the
utility lines, and creating walkable, pedestrian friendly
areas. The second most often expressed request is
for more public gathering spaces in parks,
amphitheaters, and a permanent home for the
Farmers Market.

• E is for “Economic Development”.

Without
appropriate economic development and investment in
the area, the vision of the “Blue Mile” can not be
realized. This arm of the strategy is intended to
provide tools to identify, attract, and sustain the best
entrepreneurial activities, catalyst projects, commercial
development, and housing options in the "Blue Mile.”

True blue!

T:

The Tad Is RAD
& Other Funding Mechanisms
“Blue Mile” Tad

I.

Pursue America’s Best Communities Grand
Prize!
Implement and Fund the Tax Allocation
District (TAD)
A.
Secure the Allocation of increased
property taxes from Bulloch County
and the Board of Education to fund
TAD priorities.
B.
Establish proper accounting, reporting,
disbursement techniques, administration
roles, policies and procedures to
administer the TAD.
C.
Determine the composition of advisory
boards, judgment boards and staff for
the TAD.
D.
Enter into MOU with County and BOE.

II.

Challenges
•
•
•

Lack of adequate funding streams to implement "Blue Mile"
Revitalization Master Plan
Establishing newly formed tax allocation district
Lack of financial resources to leverage in pursuit of additional
17
funding opportunities

The Tad Is RAD

T:

& Other Funding Mechanisms
TAD Catalyst Projects

E. Determine TAD Funding Priorities for Revenues
•
Public Infrastructure
•
Public Spaces (i.e. parks,
farmers market, amphitheater)
•
Private Development incentives
F.

Explore bonds and other financing opportunities to
leverage the TAD.

G.

Develop a marketing and outreach plan to seek
development opportunities for TAD catalyst
projects identified in the redevelopment plan.
•

All seven sites identified in the TAD
Redevelopment Plan are either in the "Blue
Mile" or connected to it via a highway or
walking trail.
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T:

The Tad Is RAD
& Other Funding Mechanisms

III. Special-Purpose Local-Option
Sales Tax (SPLOST)

VI. Seek Additional Funding
Opportunities

A. Prepare for renewal and possible joint
allocation of SPLOST monies into "Blue
Mile" Projects.

A. File TIGER 2016 grant application with the
Department of Transportation for the South
Main Corridor Redevelopment Project.

IV. Transportation Special-Purpose
Local-Option Sales Tax (TSPLOST)

B. Research Transportation Enhancement Grant.

A.

Continue to engage the county, city and state
leaders in the passage of TSPLOST options
for local transportation funding and necessary
corridor improvements.

V. Low Income Housing Tax Credit
(LIHTC) Program
A. Support these financing tools for the
development of affordable housing in
qualifying census blocks and seek
appropriate development
opportunities/partners for this program.

C. Research the Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) improvements in sidewalks,
stormwater drainage and passive parks in "Blue
Mile" area.
D. File the 2016 National Endowment for the
Arts Our Town funding application to build the
“creative corridor” space at the Fabrication
Laboratory.
E. Continuously explore other funding opportunities.
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R:

Retail, residents & destinations
Challenges

The creation of destination points, retail offerings and
mixed residential styles and price points are
imperative to forming the critical masses and traffic
counts necessary to support the "Blue Mile.”

•

I.

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Residential Redevelopment Plan
Identify and target downtown housing
development prospects as shown on downtown
residential area focus map.
Create a mixed income downtown housing
opportunities with a proper balance of owner
occupied and rental structures.
Continue Partnership with Habitat for Humanity to
provide housing opportunities.
Support DSDA’s Homes for Heroes Program to
renovate existing housing stock and provide
affordable downtown housing options to publicly
employed emergency responders.
Attract developers, investors, and residents to
opportunities for new and rehabilitated housing.
Utilize downtown zoning map to identify
appropriate development opportunities.

•
•

•

Households have declined in the area 2
percent per year for each of the last 10
years
Lack of amenities, destination points and
community gathering places
Downtown is not a shopping, dining or
entertainment destination for GSU students
Lack of available mixed use properties and
housing opportunities to provide the critical
mass necessary to support a sustainable
downtown business environment
Existing neighborhood housing stock is
declining in condition.
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R:

Retail, residents & destinations

Focus Map: Residential Development Areas

Focus Map: Commercial Development Areas
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R:

Retail, residents & destinations

II. Retain, Expand and Strengthen the Existing
Business Base
A.
Expand niche retail offerings to bring GSU
student shoppers, residents, and visitors to the
"Blue Mile.”
• Hire Branding and Recruitment consultant
for the "Blue Mile" to aggressively
broadcast a single unifying message and
identity for the area as a shopping and
entertainment destination.
• Continue to utilize Retail Strategies’
Statesboro market data to provide key
market data to expand and retain current
businesses.
• Continue to utilize Retail Strategies’
Statesboro market data to identify needed
commercial offerings and strong prospects
for Statesboro and the "Blue Mile.”
• Utilize downtown zoning map and commercial
development areas focus map to identify
appropriate development opportunities.
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R:

Retail, residents & destinations

III. Develop "Blue Mile" Destination Points to Attract
Visitors, Consumers, Residents and Businesses to
the "Blue Mile"
A.
Georgia Grown Trail 301
• The Georgia Grown Agritourism Trail is a
Georgia trail to promote agritourism in
south Georgia “where there are rules of
rural landscape, historic small towns, and
abundant agricultural operations.”
B.
Create the Statesboro Stars Walk – A star
monument pedestrian path along the "Blue
Mile" honoring past and present residents of
Statesboro and their contributions to the world.
Examples include Blind Willie McTell, Emma
Kelly (musicians), Dan Cathy (founder,
Chick-fil-A), John Tudor (Major League
Baseball), William James (long-term
educator) and James W. Kennedy (Director,
Kennedy Space Center).
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R:

Retail, residents & destinations

C. Determine a location and create a downtown
signature park for greenspace, event space and
destination gathering points. Utilize designs for
Friendship Park and Community Park.
D. Create the downtown dog park with access from
the Visitor’s Center.

Statesboro
Stars Walk

Dog Park Rendering
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R:

Retail, residents & destinations

Downtown Parks
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U:

Unity in vision, partnerships and commitment

I. Continued collaboration and communication between
local government, education, nonprofits, GSU and the
business community regarding the "Blue Mile" vision
and True Blue implementation strategy.

Challenges

II. Continue strengthening the partnership with Habitat
for Humanity to encourage mixed-income housing and
neighborhood revitalization in the area.

•
•

III. Consider the possibilities of the stronger use of
the Downtown Statesboro Development Authority’s
constitutional powers for development.

•

Maintaining long-term momentum and
commitment to the "Blue Mile"
Bridging the town/gown gap—”We have
got to get the GSU students downtown.”
“Develop a master plan that everyone
can visualize and support.”

IV. Continue seeking the support of local lending
institutions to support private investment in the area.
Sea Island Bank 2.99% APR for $300,000
10-year investment in downtown area.

V. Continue to work with stakeholders and property
owners to create renderings and visioning for
individual properties to redevelop in accordance with
the vision and goals of the "Blue Mile.”

“

Successful implementation of Statesboro’s downtown
business development program requires strong
coordination, consistent communication, and a
commitment to a unified vision for a more cohesive
district.

“

•

Source: Downtown Market Analysis, 2010
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U:

Unity in vision, partnerships and commitment

VI. Continue monthly meetings of South Main Street
Revitalization Committee
VII. Seek annual commitment of the Bulloch County
Community Leadership Conference to maintain the
"Blue Mile" revitalization and its True Blue
Implementation Strategy as a top community priority.
VIII. Continue citizen enthusiasm for "Blue Mile"
Revitalization through traditional press events and
social media campaigns (#BoroBlueMile).
•
•
•

"Blue Mile" Facebook Page
"Blue Mile" Instagram Account (BoroBlueMile)
"Blue Mile" Twitter Account (@ABCBoro)

IX. Continued support of the Step Into Statesboro
program to bring GSU student leaders down the
"Blue Mile"
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U:

Unity in vision, partnerships and commitment

28

The Georgia Southern Office of
Leadership and Community
Engagement brought over 300 new
students down the "Blue Mile" and
into downtown Statesboro to show
them what the city has to offer.
Students walked and talked with
Statesboro residents; listened to a
history of the community; learned
about the vibrant offerings of
downtown; engaged with community
leaders; wandered through the
Downtown Farmer’s Market and the
Averitt Center for the Arts; and
experienced the city they currently
call home.
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e:

Enthusiasm for events and Enjoy the arts

I. Engage in capital campaign to support expanding the
Averitt Center for the Arts space on East Main Street to
create the Center for Arts Education to accommodate
expanding programs and space requirements.

Challenges
•

II. Seek National Endowment for the Arts and other
funding to create a covered “creative corridor” space
between the Fabrication Laboratory and Business Innovation
Center and ceramics studio to showcase artist work and
hold programming events.
III. Install a Blind Willie McTell photo opportunity on the
"Blue Mile" at the Convention and Visitor’s Bureau.

•
•

Lack of funding to expand programming and
educational space for the Averitt Center for
the Arts
Lack of funding availability to create covered
creative corridor space
Lack of community event space to host
weekly farmers market, First Fridays, and
other events.

IV. Continue DSDA First Fridays, City holiday events and
weekly farmers market to strengthen community
engagement.
“Kudos to all that has been done to
develop downtown Statesboro with the
wonderful First Friday events, Averitt
Center for the Arts, wonderful festivities
and farmers market!”
-Downtown Respondent

Creative Corridor

Blind Willie McTell Photo Statue
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B:
I.
II.

III.
IV.

V.

‘BOrO CharaCTer

Implement Design Standards to preserve the
‘Boro’s physical character.
Work with the Statesboro/Bulloch County
Historical Society to identify and preserve
significant areas and structures in and around
the "Blue Mile.”
Maintain our community’s friendly, small town
atmosphere and welcoming attitude.
Continue the East Main streetscape to South
Main Street/"Blue Mile"—this includes brick
paver sidewalks, canopy trees, approved
vegetation, and crosswalks with special
treatment at selected intersections.
Require streetscape elements and design
treatments along primary retail corridors to
create identifiable links and transitions to
important gateways and activity centers in the
"Blue Mile" and downtown.
I.
Fundamental requirements include
widened sidewalks, high quality paving,
landscaped curb extensions, pedestrian
scale lighting, furniture, canopy trees,

additional landscaping, context sensitive
signage and way-finding signage.
II. Where possible, incorporate the
following design elements into the area:
sculptures or other public art, lighting to
display public art, kiosks and information
signs, and safety paving to make
pedestrian and bicycle crossings.
VI. Continue to enhance physical image
and properties in the area through property
maintenance and abatement of dilapidated
structures by adopting a property
maintenance code, providing higher levels
of enforcement, and funding nuisance
abatement programs.

Challenges
•

Statesboro’s downtown needs to present itself as a
growing and diverse, mixed-use center that is
rooted in history, but provides amenities to a
modern and technology savvy world.
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B:

‘BOrO CharaCTer
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L:

Livability along the "Blue Mile"

I.

Implement a crime-free housing program for
residential areas around the "Blue Mile" to
improve safety.

II.

Implement Safer Through Environmental Design
program for commercial and residential
development in the area to improve safety.

III.

Increase walkability through the construction of
sidewalks, trails and increased connection of
pedestrian amenities.

IV.

Enforce the city’s Urban Forest Beautification
and Conservation (Tree) ordinance, and the
stormwater management ordinance to protect
environmental sustainability.

V. Explore offering public transportation
alternatives, including GSU student buses,
to the "Blue Mile.”
VI. Explore design options to link
sidewalks, the S&S Greenway Trail, and
Willie McTell Trail to circle the city and
provide connectivity and livability.

Challenges
•
•
•
•

Providing connectivity to the "Blue Mile"—the
heart and soul of our community—from all
points
Safety concerns for the area and the
perception of crime
Need for sidewalks, trails and pedestrian
amenities
Provide non-automobile transportation options
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U:
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Upgrade public spaces

Design and construct “Blue Mile” arch/gateway
entrance for installation over South Main Street
near the Georgia Southern University campus.
South Main Corridor Redevelopment Plan
A. Reconstruct outdated highway orientation of
US Highway 301 South to enhance the
streetscapes, widen sidewalks, bury
unattractive utility lines, and offer street
furniture and amenities that are historical in
appearance to enhance aesthetics, promote
walkability and encourage investment.
B. Utilize City of Statesboro lidar data
regarding right of way, streetscapes and
adjacent properties to identify and measure
impact of construction work on adjacent
private property.
Select engineering and design consultant for
South Main Corridor Redevelopment Plan to
design needed and desired street and
infrastructure improvements.
Design, estimate, bid and construct corridor
improvements.

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distressed, “tired looking,” and outdated
highway oriented corridor
Corridors lack pedestrian routes, amenities,
and walkability
Acute lack of public parks, public gathering
areas and green space
Lack of transportation options
Lack of identifiable entrance to district
Important anchors lack connectivity and
pedestrian accessibility
Significant safety and operational issues at
important intersections

Archway Concept
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U:

Upgrade public spaces

V. Install additional way-finding signage for public
parking and important destination points.
VI. Design and install utility pole banner with the
"Blue Mile" logo.
VII. Implement Recommendations of the Bulloch
County/Statesboro Long Range Transportation
Plan in the district.
• East Jones Avenue: Upgrade railroad
crossing to improve safety and
operations.
• Zetterower Avenue: Stop sign,
pavement markings, and cross bricks
needed to upgrade crossing for
operational and safety issues.
• East Grady Street: Warning device,
pavement markers, and further analysis
to upgrade crossing for operational and
safety.
• Upgrade intersection of Highway 301
and Highway 67.

Way-finding Signage Concept
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U:

Upgrade public spaces

VIII. Implement pedestrian streetscape
recommendations of DSDA Master Plan:
• Grady Street from College Street to
Zetterower Avenue
• Jones Avenue from College Street to
Zetterower Avenue
East Grady Street Crossing

Intersection of Highway 301 and Highway 67

East Jones Avenue Rail Crossing
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U:

Upgrade public spaces

"Blue Mile" Streetscape corridor redevelopment preliminary design
concept
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U:

Upgrade public spaces

"Blue Mile" Streetscape redevelopment potential
concept
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U:

Upgrade public spaces

"Blue Mile" Streetscape redevelopment potential
concept
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U:

Upgrade public spaces

"Blue Mile" Streetscape redevelopment potential
concept
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e:
I.

II.

Economic development

Encourage, support and assist existing
businesses.
A. Continue downtown incentives packages to
encourage private investment in the area.
B. Continue DSDA façade grant and lowinterest loans to encourage investment,
retention and expansion.
Develop South Main Corridor Retail Recruitment
Plan.
A. Select a marketing firm to create a
marketing and recruitment campaign.
B. Branding, marketing and recruitment for
retail and residential development specially
identified and targeted for area.
C. Develop a positive image through
continuous public relations, sales and
marketing activities.
D. Aggressively market opportunities to the
Statesboro Board of Realtors®,
homebuilders and others in the community.

Challenges
• Lack of a marketing strategy for the “Blue
Mile"
• Need to identify commercial prospects that
can successfully locate and prosper along the
“Blue Mile"
• Need a recruitment campaign for targeted
businesses and development
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e:

Economic development

III.

Encourage residents, businesses, students
visitors and area employees to shop downtown.
IV. Share market analysis and survey results that
could reveal new products or services in
demand or suggest a need for enhanced
marketing with existing businesses.
V. Aggressively share market and space demand
study results to increase investor confidence.
VI. Support “big business” innovation group at City
Campus and the other training, education and
support services to new and existing business;
such as start-up mentoring groups, the
Business Development Center and the Small
Business Administration.
VII. Organize and activate a "Blue Mile" brand
identity to incorporate in all marketing and
development initiatives.
VIII. Host annual developer’s forum to highlight
opportunities in the "Blue Mile.”

• Too many vacant spaces
• Lack of investor confidence in area
• Need to overcome perception of lack of public
parking
• Need additional entrepreneurial support
services

City of Statesboro and GSU leadership announce
partnership with the Economic Development
Administration to build Business Innovation Center
and Fabrication Laboratory
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e:
IX.

Economic development

Target New Businesses to add to the Business
Mix and Strengthen the Overall Economic Base.
X. Complete construction of the Fabrication.
Laboratory and Business Innovation Center on
East Main Street at City Campus.
XI. Consider the creation of an innovation zoning
district adjacent to the Fabrication Laboratory to
support housing, business and entrepreneurial
start-up space near the Business Innovation
Center.
XII. Determine the responsible parties, funding and
administration of "Blue Mile" redevelopment.
• TAD Implementation
• Business Recruitment Activities
• Marketing and Customer Attraction
• Real Estate Product Readiness
• Create and Maintain an Available Property
Database

XIII. Investment Resources: Encourage continued
offerings of private low-interest loans for
area businesses, such as Sea Island Bank’s
2.99% interest loan for downtown projects.
XIV. Explore possibilities of stronger utilization of
Land Bank Authority for redevelopment
activities.
XV. Explore and research possible need/uses for
a redevelopment agency.
XVI. Explore and research the need for a private
development agency for "Blue Mile"
revitalization.
XVII. Enhance use of social media outlets.
XVIII.Work with travel writers to share and
publicize the "Blue Mile.”

Business Innovation Center
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e:

Economic development

XVIII.Publicize Public Parking Opportunities
•

Parking or the perception of parking
difficulties was the number one
disadvantage cited by downtown business
owners.

•

60% of students think a lack of parking
is a drawback to visiting downtown.

•

17% of residents surveyed mentioned a
need for parking.

•

Create a downtown parking map and
widely distribute to overcome negative
perception.

•

Consider installing way-finding signage to
public parking areas.

•

Secure parking agreements with
businesses and churches in the area to
utilize parking spaces after hours for
events.
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Confidence is building
Confidence in the “Blue Mile” is building. Several
new businesses have opened, approximately 80 new
residential units have been built, and a number of
dilapidated structures have been abated (see the map
illustrating some of our recent successes). And the
community responded in support in 2014 when
taxpayers approved a voter referendum to form a Tax
Allocation District (TAD) to provide a revenue stream
to help fund public investments and private incentives
in and around the "Blue Mile.”
Additionally, life is returning to the "Blue Mile" with a
number of Main Street events, holiday celebrations,
and a weekly farmers market.

Statesboro’s Weekly Farmers Market

Excitedly, Georgia Southern University and the City of
Statesboro have also opened GSU’s City Campus and
Entrepreneurial Zone on East Main Street and we are
working toward an August 2016 opening of the
GSU/City of Statesboro Business Innovation Center
and Fabrication Laboratory. And on West Main Street,
The Averitt Center for the Arts recently renovated
several dilapidated buildings to open a black box
theatre; a dance studio and a retail space for local
artists to exhibit and sell their products.
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Despite these strides, challenges remain. Too many
vacancies and struggling properties continue to exist
on the corridor. Too many businesses are struggling
to survive and are closing along its path.
Residential structures surrounding the mile are
deteriorating and neighborhoods are suffering from
decline.
The area lacks walkability and many consider it less
attractive than other commercial areas in the city.
Additionally, there is no sense of place, no
destination points, economic drivers or amenities in
the area to inspire investment and bring that much
needed sense of connection and “place.”

Emma Kelly Theatre Marquee Advertising
Scare on the Square Event

The True Blue Strategy and the America's Best
Communities competition addresses each of these
challenges and with the support of America’s Best
Communities sponsors, the vision of the "Blue Mile”
can become a reality—the heart of the Eagle
community will be vital, pump strong and the “Blue
Mile” will soar.
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“Blue Mile” suCCess sTOries
Georgia Southern University Business
Innovation Group is the institution’s
physical presence downtown and bronze
medal winner of the 2015 International
Economic Development Council’s Award for
Real Estate Reuse and Redevelopment.

Business innovation, fabrication laboratory
and prototype creation space is currently
under construction to host 20 start-up
businesses and deliver support services
for budding entrepreneurs.
This "Blue Mile" success story is
brought to you by a partnership between
the City of Statesboro, Georgia Southern
University, the Averitt Center for the Arts
and a $1.1 million investment from the
Economic Development Administration.
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Georgia Governor nathan deal
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